The Moabite nation named woman (ZUUDIAKUS) from which derived the name Zodiac Zoology, and Biology; the sources of evolution upon the physical, mental, and spiritual plane of life. The Moabite nation had no mystic God doctrine contrary to Zuudiakus, the divine law of evolution. After Zuudiakus (the Moabite) women had taught their male son offspring the secret of Zuudiakus. The Zodiac, zoology, and biology laws of creation, it resulted in the loss of their powers of creation and control of the world by UM (Universal Mind) in the year 46,000 A.M. The era of Atlantis and Mu, of Yecatan in the Caribbean sea. Man-made gods since the fall of the Moabite nation 49,000 A.M. The age of man-made gods is only 2000 years old. Now evolution of man-made gods since the fall of Zuudiakus, the Moabite women, which began with the last High priest astrologer, metaphysician of the Moabite nation by the name of Muur-Lu-Ah-K n-El who named the creator of the Universe (EL), and then gave Yaqub the name ISRA-EL and the god ELUHIM, translated as: ELAH-EL-ELUAH, translated as Yehuva and Jehuva and to Adonai, Krishna Dei and to Eliah, Allah. Thus man-made gods has undergone seven stages of evolution since the fall of the Moabite nation in 49,000 A.M. Am, Kusmus, or Karma, or Khaus.

The history of the 12 signs of the Zodiac reveals that humanity on a global scale has been totally cut off from truth for four hundred years. Thus, the history of the 12 signs of the Zodiac has revealed to the reader the great chain of human progress through the scientific knowledge and ignorance during the past fifty one thousand and eight hundred and forty years. From the MOABITES to the MOORS, and from the MOORS to the (FRANCISCANS or the French or the ANGLO-SAXON). Where the dark skinned, kinky-haired, thick-lipped MOABITE or MOORISH woman comes from, no one knows. There is not an animal in the world that has thick lips, kinky hair and dark skin like her. All that which can be proved is that she is the Mother of male and female—the human race, who reproduce their kind. She, the MOABITE or MOORISH woman, is referred to as WIDOW. Please do not take the wrong conception, because all female or women are equally mothers and sisters, and all male sons come into being by way of them. Therefore, all sons are brothers and son of a WIDOW.

THE REAL HELL AND PURGATORY

Ignorance of the scientific truth of the works of nature involving the inner nature, and action and reaction of human beings as shown in the 12 signs of the Zodiac, results in a confused state of mind and mental and economic and social suffering—referred to as "HELL".
Knowledge of the Zodiac gives one a perfect state of mind and reason upon that namely, the forces of nature which dwell within themselves and about them all of which is referred to as "HEAVEN" and happiness, and peace of mind with oneself.